
At Springwood School we are preparing students for careers, not just grades.  We are entering our 50th year of                         

impacting the community as an award  winning college preparatory school focusing on mind, body, and spiritual                   

development.  As we move into our next 50 years, Springwood is expanding our boundaries to include preparing 

students for: 

-jobs that have not yet been created     -technology that has not yet been invented      
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-Music      -Foreign Language         -Accelerated Reader           -Spirit Week                             -Christmas program 

-Art      -Technology         -Multiple field trips   -Theatre performances -Bible Study 

-PE      -Media/Library         -Pep rallies    -Grandparents Day  -Wildcat Workday 

 

MASTERED SKILLS AND CONCEPTS TO BE ADMITTED: 

~Read on a 2nd grade entry level ~Use phonic skills to figure out words ~Read with fluency ~Tell time by the hour 

and half hour ~Sequence numbers ~Recognize coins ~Understand a calendar 

SKILLS AND CONCEPTS TO DEVELOP: 

 READING AND WRITING 

 ~How to take spelling, reading and timed fact tests ~Phonic skills CVCe, CVVC, CVCCVC and r-controlled     
 vowels to unlock words ~New vocabulary words ~Use sequencing, plots, themes, and drawing conclusions 
 to understand reading materials ~How to recognize a sentence ~Writing sentences with correct punctuation 
 ~Figure out words using syllables ~Nouns, verbs and adjectives ~Suffixes and adding them to CVC and 
 CVCe words ~Plurals and singulars ~Contractions ~Recognizing compound words ~Using comparative     
 adjectives 

 MATH 

 ~Addition and subtraction fact 1-18 ~Place value to 100 ~Recognize 3D shapes:  sphere, cylinder, cube, 
 cone, triangular solid or pyramid ~Recognizing odd and even numbers ~Figuring out number patterns and 
 continue them:  17, 15, 13, _, _, _ 
 

SKILLS AND CONCEPTS TO INTRODUCED: 

 READING AND WRITING 

 ~Writing a descriptive paragraph ~Reading and writing decodable words containing ph, gh, ch , silent w and 
 k, and demonstrating knowledge of their meaning ~Distinguishing fact from opinion ~Recording suffixes:      
 -er, -ful, -est ~Using context clues to determine word meaning ~Writing a personal narrative ~Writing          
 directions to a place  

MATH 

 ~Creating a bar graph with a scale of two ~Writing number sentences to show equal groups; Multiplying by 
 ten ~Covering deigns with Tangram pieces ~Writing numbers in expanded form ~Subtraction facts—using 
 the doubles plus one facts ~Writing money amounts using $ and ¢ symbols ~Measuring height in feet and 
 inches  ~Adding two digit numbers with a sum greater that 100 ~Finding one half of a set of an even number 
 of objects 

 

SKILLS AND CONCEPTS TO MASTER: 

 ~Read on a 3rd grade level ~Listen for purpose ~Recall and retell event in order from a story ~Know addition 
 facts without using fingers ~Work independently within a group 

MOST IMPORTANT: 

-Teachers, faculty and staff are nurturing   -Students feel safe, secure and cared for 

-Springwood School is a “peaceful” place to get an education 
       OPPORTUNITIES K4-6: 

YOUR  

PICTURE COULD 

BE HERE! 


